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 The designing of lights and projections are, in many respects, vastly different 
disciplines. By including these two separate shows where I operate in two different 
artistic mediums, I do not intend to conflate these disciplines. My inclusion of both 
shows as a pair is an attempt to illuminate my overall approach to theatrical design by 
using these productions as case studies. 
 Although lighting design and projections design are unique, they do share 
similarities in aesthetic approach. In the creation of any theatrical design, regardless 
of sub-discipline, the most important goal is storytelling. The important questions of 
design are how you will create, in collaboration with the director and other design 
team members, a unified aesthetic environment that both responds to and helps drive 
the needs of the narrative. Lights and projectors become different types of paints 
when viewed through the lens of storytelling. 
 Perhaps a better analogy than comparing lights and projections to different 
paints is likening their relationship to the one between painting and sculpture. 
Painting and sculpture may require similar visual skills and sensibilities, but the 
details of creation differ greatly. Furthermore, painting and sculpture have different 
strengths and limitations. A painter, for example, must consider only one effective 
angle of view, while the sculptor must be aware of their work from every angle. 
 As I examine the processes of these two shows, the considerations inherent to 
these mediums, both similar and disparate, will become clear. My approaches to the 
shows are as different as the shows themselves, but I hope that the inclusion of these 
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Introduction: Designing the Devised 
  
For all the differences between the two shows included in this work (and they 
are legion), they do bear one curious similarity: They were devised theatre works. 
Although it can be treacherous to try to apply “standards” to the theater or to bandy 
about phrases like “traditional process”, I would like to take a moment to at least 
discuss why these types of works presented an interesting challenge. Unlike a more 
traditional process for designing a play, which typically begins with reading a fully 
completed script or, in the case of new works, a solid first draft, both of these shows 
began with what I would call a sketch of a show, with the intent that the cast would 
be paramount in crafting the show throughout the rehearsal process. 
I had never been part of a collectively created story of this type before 
working on Clove and Hamlet Replayed. It was both an exciting experiment as well 
as a unique challenge. Determining what a show needs can be challenging even if the 
script is well known and the director’s vision very clear. In this case, the scripts were 
essentially outlines and, the directors were appropriately non-committal about what 
the shows wanted to be. 
Although I had never worked on devised pieces before, I did have prior 
experience working in the world of dance where a designer is often brought on before 
the piece is finished (or in extreme cases, even started in a tangible way). In design 
processes where there are large amounts of unknowns, one of the primary goals of a 
designer must be to be light on their feet. In both cases, my plots and equipment 





before the shows would even enter the rehearsal process. For these reasons, both my 
lighting/projection systems and my design concepts needed to remain elastic enough 
to respond to the ever-changing needs of the show while being concrete enough to 
have a consistent aesthetic voice throughout each piece. 
In this vein, don’t be overly confused if moments, characters, and plot points 
that are depicted in the final version of the show don’t appear to have seeds at the 
onset. They very well may have shown up the week before tech started. For example, 
Clove went from 14 scenes to 26 on the journey from the first draft to the final draft. 
Hamlet Replayed, for its part, added an entire section of America’s Got Talent 
introduction videos which required filming with the actors a week out from load-in. 
Hitting a design target can be especially daunting if the target keeps moving, 
but that is also the profoundly exciting part about designing such shows. With these 
shows, I have worked to create creative sandboxes for myself that allow maximum 
flexibility to respond to the impulses of the team while still holding onto a cohesive 






Part 1: Designing Lights for Clove 
 
Chapter 1: The Pre-Production Design Process 
1.1: Design Concept Statement 
 The glaring, isolating spotlight burns Alex’s eyes as he prepares to play in 
front of those who seem only to exist to judge him. We see the peering professors 
only as disembodied heads, grotesquely illuminated from below in the digital cyan of 
their note-taking devices. Alex struggles, fails, and runs for the hallway. In each 
doorway, faceless figures pose and whisper a maelstrom of emotions. Judgement. 
Cruelty. Panic. All at once, Talk To Us banishes the whispering gawkers back to their 
nests and welcomes us to the cozy chaos of an artistic community. Institutional 
fluorescent lights in a delicate dance with strings of warm incandescence put up by 
the student body, bouncing off wild decorations and mural covered walls. Unfeeling 
institution meeting wild self-expression. Clove Hall is a choice as much as it is a 
place: it is the fight between the icy isolation and loneliness we retreat to and the 
dazzling prismatic world enabled when you choose community. It is the fight 
between indifference and empathy. 
 The piercing blue light of a police emergency callbox glares down on Talk To 
Us in the middle of the night as he phones for outside help: a classmate, Sam, is 
missing. The detective comes and the search is on, floor by floor, to find the missing 
student. On (C)ounted In, we’re overwhelmed in inclusion purgatory. Bright multi-
colored lights and the sickly blue glare of a television blasting violent video games, 





they were too busy to see the pain. (L)ove and Heartbreak is a reprieve to healing 
white sunlight streaming through a dusty studio window. In this place, Sam found 
safety and acceptance in Starr’s light. When we must run from it, as he did, we feel 
the loss of it’s simple serenity. At the (O)rigin the rays of are sun shattered by stained 
glass, turning the environment to a mosaic of brilliant color and inky shadow. In this 
chapel, we witness Sam’s closest community, his family, repent not reaching out to 
help their now lost kin. Upwards in (V)isibility we are able to banish the shadows and 
step into the cream colored sunlight of the therapists office, a safe space that Sam 
tasted yet ran from too soon. (E)mbracing Empathy is the chaotic world of the theatre. 
A play within a play by novice players caring more for expression than polish. Toxic 
oranges and greens, steep angles with deep shadows, and blinding white strobe lights 
pull us through a dark morality play about death caused by lack of empathy. 
 This hint of fictional death almost immediately conjures the real thing, which 
reaches us through a wave of electronic devices. In the darkness, the bleat of a cell 
phone sparks the illumination of a confused, then horror-struck face. Another chime, 
another face. And another. And another. The wave spreads across the entire building 
and we see the entire community isolated in their own frigid bubbles of terrible 
information. Sam committed suicide. This shared isolation and shame brings the 
denizens of Clove Hall together. A multitude of colors shine through the windows 
and the incandescent warmth of their passionate decorations light up the space. In 
mourning together, they have found the prismatic beauty of community and empathy 

































1.3: Research Images 
1.3.1: Jury Advisory 
 
 
Figure 5: Clove Research, Jury Advisory 1 
 






1.3.2: Gossip Folk 
 
 
Figure 7: Clove Research, Gossip Folk 1 
 






1.3.3: Clove Hall 
 
 
Figure 9: Clove Research, Clove Hall 1 
 






1.3.4: The Call 
 
 
Figure 11: Clove Research, The Call 1 
 
 






1.3.5: Dorm Meeting 
 
 









Figure 14: Clove Research, Roommate 1 
 
 






1.3.7: (C)ounted in 
 
 
Figure 16: Clove Research, Counted In 1 
 






1.3.8: (L)ove and Heartbreak 
 
 
Figure 18: Clove Research, Love and Heartbreak 1 
 









Figure 20: Clove Research, Origin 1 
 















1.3.11: (E)mbrace Empathy 
 
 
Figure 23: Clove Research, Embrace Empathy 1 
 
 









Figure 25: Clove Resarch, Transformation 1 
 
 






1.3.13: Final Jury / What Was Missing Was You 
 
 






1.4: Design Meetings 
 Although the script was far from complete, Paige, the director, had given us a 
very clear thematic roadmap for what we were trying to achieve with the piece. 
Ultimately the show was about community and the ways that communities can both 
fail and succeed in looking after its members. The piece had gotten to this point, in 
part, through a workshop that Paige had held with University of Maryland students 
where she had the students fill out questionnaires about their experiences. From this 
research, the themes of dealing with suicide, dealing with depression, feeling 
ostracized, feeling like one doesn’t belong, feeling confused about sexuality and 
relationships, and struggling with race and heritage became cemented into the story. 
Another important background element to understand about Clove Hall, for Paige, 
was that it is “an experiment” in the eyes of this university. Clove Hall is a self-run 
community for artists within the university system which has been struggling to 
achieve cohesion. This struggle is an undertone for the whole show. If the students 
cannot create a strong community, their community will be broken apart and taken 
from them. 
 All of these elements provided great fodder for moving forward. After sharing 
my research, Paige felt that I was on point aesthetically and stylistically, but 
cautioned me about going too dark, too soon. The theme of suicide within the play as 
well as my own predilections towards dark and moody design had tilted my research 
towards the shadowy, but I assured Paige I would find the happy medium. Almost 
immediately, I felt a lot of trust and support from Paige. One of the technical ideas 





the idea of gadgets: cell phones, tablets, laptops, and televisions. Early on I started 
pushing the idea of wanting as many characters as possible to have functional gadgets 
that could be (I hoped) controlled through the light board. On the first pass of the 
script, the cold, dehumanizing uplight of someone reading off a cell phone in the dark 
seemed like a great visual metaphor for both the self-induced isolation of technology 
as well as the lack of empathy inherent in dealing with other humans only through 
digital screens. The team seemed intrigued by the idea, and I started wheels turning 
with the shop to see how such a thing could be achieved. 
 Richard’s impulses in the world of scenery lead him to imagine a completely 
immersive promenade stage experience, where the acting and audience areas were 
essentially the same. It was important to Paige that the audience feel like they were 
part of the Clove Hall community, so this direction on Richard’s part felt right. In the 
world he was envisioning, the entire audience would be residents of Clove Hall and 
the actors would be moving through and sitting among the audience. For my part, I 
was excited for the opportunity to work in an entirely new mode of lighting design. 
Never before had I needed to worry about designing for every possible angle of view, 
but since the audience and actors could essentially be anywhere I knew it would 
provide an intense lighting challenge. To add to the list, Richard also wanted to outfit 
the scenery with over a hundred lightboxes including embedding them into a central 
ceiling bisecting the entirety of the space. The lightboxes would be covered in 
collage-like images of students, leaning into the thematic idea of diversity and 
community. Upon viewing his rendering of the ideas [Appendix B], it was hard to 





to be done to make this production possible. It would definitely push our shops to 
their limits. We are encouraged in this program to “dream the show” and let the shops 
be the bearers of bad news, but my background on the electrician side of the equation 
set a few alarm bells ringing as to the achievability of all the elements. I quietly let 
Richard know we were in for a struggle, but certainly didn’t try to dissuade him from 
his beautiful aesthetic path. 
 Sound would be a major element of the show, since there would be heavy 
elements of spoken word poetry and dance included. Nick, the musical director, and I 
had had the pleasure of working together on a children’s show at Imagination Stage 
called The Freshest Snow Whyte. It was useful to know his style of percussive beats 
and overtones, because it gave me an idea of what direction the music would be 
moving in before we had any definitive tracks. I would need a lighting rig that could 
bounce and shift as quickly as the music would. Nick, wanting a unique musical feel 
for each floor of Clove Hall, would largely set the mood and tempo. Luckily, he was 
very forthcoming with uploading tracks as soon as he had drafts of them. 
 Jeannette, our costume designer, was taking cues from the contemporary 
world of youth fashion. Her approach to palette and pattern intrigued me. Bright 
vibrant blocks of color would be attached to largely thrifted garments, providing the 
characters with both a lot of personality as well as a unified element to link them all 
together. She, like Richard, was interested in the idea of collage as an aesthetic. Her 
impulse towards saturate colors meshed well with my own inclination towards 





 Paul, our projections designer, had similar inclinations to me in bringing the 
presence of contemporary gadgetry into the world. His imagery pulled heavily from 
the world of social media and he envisioned the mounting of several monitors among 
the lightboxes covering the walls and ceiling. Paul and I had just come off a very 
successful collaboration on the show Love and Information, and I was excited to have 
a collaborator I knew would be able to help me in making the world respond well to 
the bouncing music and quick shifts being discussed. 
 Ultimately, it felt like we were all on the same page moving forward. 
Obviously, there would be much to learn in the process as the script solidified, but we 
at least had a clear aesthetic and thematic direction to move in. If I had any concerns, 
it was all about actually getting our ideas through the cost-out process. With a scenic 
design as big as the theatre was, covered in lightboxes and televisions, with an 
overhead roof, surrounding walls filled with windows, raucous musical numbers, and 







1.4: Anticipated Equipment List 
 





























Chapter 2: The Production Process 
2.1: Crafting the Lighting Idea 
 It is easy to get bogged down in practical matters when designing a lighting 
plot, especially since I was fairly confidant this show would stretch the equipment, 
labor and money available to the production to the limit. However, I wanted to chase 
my dreams a bit before I psyched myself out with the daunting logistical task of 
solving the space. The aesthetic idea I was most excited about was my impulse 
towards lighting the climactic reveal of Sam’s death at the end of the show with 
practical cellphones. I was enamored with the visual metaphor of seeing information 
travel throughout the community via the lighting up of these devices, revealing face 
after face of shocked and saddened community members. Equally exciting about the 
idea was the fact that I wasn’t entirely sure if it was even possible or how to bring it 
about. I owe a great debt of gratitude to Devin Kinch, our projections supervisor, for 
spearheading the research and implementation of the idea. I discussed with him my 
basic needs of simple brightness control for 14 devices (10 cell phones and 4 laptops) 
and he was able to craft an app-based solution that allowed me to control each device 
through the lighting console. I am immensely glad that I chose to pursue this idea first 
because, although I had initially only viewed the use of these devices for the climax 
of the show, they eventually became a primary lighting element used throughout the 
piece. I will discuss this aesthetic discovery in the chapters about the design run and 
tech process. 
 With the ball rolling on my dream devices, I was brought back to the earth by 





to overcome when trying to design the lighting for the set. The first was simply the 
amount of area to cover. The Kogod Theater, where the show was performed, is a 
flexible black box space that is often in a completely different configuration from 
show to show depending on the needs. The unique challenge of the promenade setup 
in Clove was that almost every part of the stage was potential acting area which 
required careful consideration. There would be no true “house” where the audience 
could sit separated from the action of the show (thus requiring only minimal lighting 
for safety and the reading of programs). Without a full script, let alone any idea of 
blocking, my rig had to be ready for any eventuality of actor placement. With this in 
mind, I started my rig by plotting out the least exciting element of lighting: “front 
light”. 
 Front light is a bit of a misnomer in this case, since the idea of “front” is 
relative when the audience can be on any side of the actor at any given time. More 
important than the name, what I required was a general purpose system of relatively 
neutral lighting that could be my visibility workhorse throughout the show, giving me 
the ability to bring up illumination on any area of the stage from multiple viewing 
angles to ensure that no audience member would be forced to view a dim and 
shadowy actor (at least, unless I wanted them to). In all, roughly 80 lights were 
dedicated to this purpose of basic visibility alone [see Area Layouts 2.2.2-2.2.6], a 
huge portion of my overall inventory. Starting with this major workhorse system also 
forced me to solve another major difficulty in the space, Richard’s roof. 
 Bisecting almost the entirety of the space, far below the space’s lighting grid, 





from about 10’ from the deck at the lowest end to 17’ from the deck at it’s highest. 
The white model [Appendix A] gives a good illustration of the design as it stood 
while I was creating my initial plot. In order to solve this extensive obstruction, I 
knew I would need to essentially create a secondary grid below the permanent 
catwalk system. To further complicate the process, I would need to ensure that this 
secondary did not go so low as to get in the way of the shots of Paul’s projectors, 
which needed to be able to hit the headers of the surround walls from their positions 
on top of the roof itself.  
To help me in this purpose, I created what I refer to as a 2.5 dimensional 
representation of the space by cutting apart Richard’s drafting packet in the 
VectorWorks CAD program and arranging them into a rough model of the set 
[Appendix C]. Using this method, I was able to place lighting instruments virtually 
and iterate quickly through a variety of possible solutions for shots, able to ensure 
with high levels of confidence that all of my choices would translate effectively into 
the real world. Another benefit of this approach is that I was able to place my virtual 
lighting instruments in the air without needing to worry about real-world problems 
like knowing how that light would actually be attached the structure of the building. 
After getting the coverage I desired from my workhorse system, I was able to 
determine the pipe structure that would be required to make it achievable. With this 
base in place, I could proceed to fill out the rest of the design. 
With general illumination accomplished, I knew I needed the ability to create 
a variety color over the entire space in order to support both the musicality of the 





Using the Kogod’s compliment of short LED strip units, I created a dow6nlight 
system that allowed me to paint the space with bright and saturate color. These units 
were ideal for the purpose also because they allowed for granular control of the LED 
cells every 6 inches along their length. I anticipated using this control to run a variety 
of lighting effects (color chases, strobes, and patterns of different colored light) in 
order to amplify the more musical moments and achieve visual ideas such as the 
stained glass chapel in the (O)rigin scene. 
The show also required a secondary system of strip lights that essentially 
wrapped the entirety of the stage space. The walls of Richard’s set included windows 
covered with a printed translucent material as well as several transparent plexiglass 
walls behind which there were plans to have some amount of choreography. Ensuring 
that these windows had a bright, color-changing source behind them allowed me a 
great amount of flexibility in painting the exterior environment with color, essentially 
becoming a 360 degree cyc system. 
The other essential ingredient I knew I needed to achieve this design was a 
handful of light board controllable moving specials. Although I had the ability to get 
light anywhere on stage, the huge expanse required these systems to be wider and 
more generic than would be acceptable for me in scenes where I really wished to 
focus in. Placing roving specials with variable beam control in the corners of the 
space (including one shoehorned into a hole in the ceiling), allowed me the ability to 
highlight any actor anywhere in the space with a very specific light that could be kept 






With these systems, I felt comfortable that I had all the tools I needed to take 
care of the actors and the environment in the show. The final, not insignificant, task I 
had to deal with was the gargantuan amount of practical lights embedded into the set. 
Richard had specified 118 lightboxes and 27 set practicals that required consideration 
(and negotiation with the shop) to achieve. These elements were absolutely essential 
to both the world Richard envisioned and the thematic arc of lighting that I intended 
to embark on. Special thanks here must be given to Andrew Cissna, one of my 
lighting advisors, Katrina Maurer, our lighting supervisor, and the entirety of the 
lighting and scenic production teams at the University of Maryland for finding a way 
to achieve such a massive undertaking. Happily, we were able, with limited cuts, to 
retain these ideas. 
Armed with such an amazing palette of paints, I was buzzing with excitement 











2.2: Area Layouts 
2.2.1: Center Lane 8-10 
 
 





2.2.2: Front Light Channels 11-27 
 






2.2.3: Front Light Channels 31-47 
 






2.2.4: Front Light Channels 51-64 
 






2.2.5: Front Light Channels 71-84 
 






2.2.6: Front Light Surround Channels 90-110 
 
 






2.3: Lighting Plot 
2.3.1: Plot 
 



















2.3.3: Practicals & Deck 
 





2.4: Channel Hookup 
 




































































































































































































2.5: The Designer Run 
2.5.1: Designer Run Notes 
 


























2.5.2: Designer Run Reflections 
 
 By the design run, the show had evolved significantly. Several scenes had 
been added to the show, countless dialog changes had occurred, and many characters 
had changed. Most notably, the character Talk To Us, our former narrator (and 
secretly the character of Sam), had bifurcated. Sam, who had always appeared to us in 
the guise of Talk To Us until the end of the show had now been written in throughout 
the show, appearing to us in a series of journal entries presented as flashbacks (and 
read by the character). The former place that Talk To Us had held in the structure of 
the show was now taken by a new character named Ida B Girl, a spoken word rhyme 
artist acting as guide to both the Detective and the audience throughout the show. 
 From a lighting perspective, the new aesthetic language I needed to give some 
thought to was how to deal with the addition of all these journal entries as well as a 
handful of other flashbacks that occur during the show. The fact that the flashbacks 
existed primarily in constricted areas, rather than being full stage moments like many 
scenes, provided me opportunity to stylize them in a unique way. Although I didn’t 
have a clear vision yet, my inclination was to make the moments more 
expressionistic: visual echoes of the emotional life of the character thinking about 
them. To me, this meant relying on unrealistically saturate colors to evoke the 
dreamlike world of memory, half truth and half emotion. For example, in a flashback 
dealing with Sam falling in love, letting the audience see the moment through the 





written from the depths of Sam’s depression, I leaned towards the idea of a stark look 
with a steep light stripped of its red as to give Sam’s skin the pallor of death. 
 Technically, I noted some differences in traffic patterns than assumptions of 
my plot. Most notably, the stage area in the corner of the space turned out to be one of 
the most heavily trafficked spots of the entire the show. Unfortunately, it was also one 
my most difficult areas to adequately cover due to a very low roof as well as high 
walls on each side. I made a plan for focus to repurpose some units to give me a little 
more firepower in that area of the space, ultimately adding a new top light that I 
snuck through the gaps in the ceiling as well as a back diagonal light that I was able 
to hide behind an otherwise inconvenient column to the side of the mini-stage. 
Luckily, I had set aside some extra units during the plotting process to allow myself 






Chapter 3: The Tech Process 
3.1: Designing during Tech 
 Focus for the show was quite an undertaking and I relied heavily on my 
assistant, Peter, to co-focus with me and ensure we got through the vast amount of 
lights in the allotted time. Not everything was able to be focused, because many parts 
of the set were still incomplete by the scheduled day. The show was a beast of a load 
in and some walls, windows and a large portion of the scenic headers were unfinished 
or missing completely for focus. This was not unexpected nor was it a large issue. All 
of my essential units needed to light the actors were in place, which was the lion’s 
share of what I needed to start cuing the show. For the most part, my plotting method 
proved effective and there were limited surprises, although all of my positions were 
hung more tightly than I anticipated. Because of this, a good amount of focus time 
was used adjusting placement of lights by inches here and there and occasionally 
swapping the purpose of lights to ensure instruments were not getting in the way of 
each other’s throw. Adding to the difficulty was the fact that, despite my requests to 
the shop, all the positions were hung on aircraft cable instead of attached to the grid 
with rigid pipes. This meant that units could not be yoked out or side-armed to 
provide more space.  
 In the end, none of these minor hiccups prevented tech from starting 
smoothly. During rehearsal on stage, before the start of tech proper, I was able to get 
a head start on basic looks and dedicate some time to roughing in my moving specials 





Wet Tech, the bones of the show were largely in place, allowing tech to move fairly 
quickly and more time to be spent on detail work rather than pure function. 
 Paige was a wonderful director to work with. We quickly found an aesthetic 
language we agreed on and after that I was largely left to my own devices. Notes 
from her were direct, to the point, and typically involved minor changes in timing or 
mood rather than any complete reimaging of aesthetic style. I felt a large amount of 
trust throughout the process and never felt begrudged my time holding the action of 
tech moving forward so that I could tweak details. Each pass of the show got 
successively better and we were able to continuously able to tighten both the action 
and the cuing. 
 The primary areas of struggle for my design were with my ability to control 
the lighting for mini-stage in the corner and integrating the lightboxes into the design. 
The mini-stage was fine in the realm of visibility, but I found myself frustrated with a 
lack of variety and sculpting options. I never received a directing note on the lighting 
in this area, but I dedicated a large amount of notes time to trying to make the area 
more enticing. Obstructions above and on either side of the area made it a challenge 
to get light there in a way that didn’t flatten the actors. Furthermore, the glossiness of 
the lightboxes located in the back of the area highlighted their somewhat shabby 
construction (the printed graphic stretched over the frame was not taut, and the angles 
of light I had available only exacerbated the design flaws). The lightboxes themselves 
also proved challenging in that they were still being installed and troubleshot right up 
until the day of opening (and a few in the headers were never completed). This was 





lightboxes within the lighting console so that we could easily visualize the finished 
product and play with effects across the system even though we couldn’t see the 
effects run in real life. This prep was a lifesaver. Ultimately some adjustments had to 
be made to brightness and to compensate for the less than stellar dimming curve of 
the low budget LED decoders we had to rely on to get the immense project into 
budget, but, overall, the time and effort paid off. The lightboxes made the final stage 
composition breathtaking and were invaluable tools throughout the show. 
 My happiest design discovery during tech was with the console-controlled 
cellphones and tablets that had been one of the first ideas to excite me. Throughout 
the show, the Detective and Ida B enter many flashbacks through the reading of 
Sam’s journal entries on one of the tablets. I had imagined that I would require a pool 
of light for the Detective and Ida B as well as one to highlight Sam wherever on stage 
he was reciting the entry. As is common, any time you’re putting actors in a tight 
special there’s going to be times where either the actor or the light is not in precisely 
the right space. On one of these occasions, the Detective and Ida B were left in the 
darkness and only lit by the tablet device that they were both staring down into. It was 
gorgeous! I immediately dispensed with their special and confirmed with Paige that 
attempting to light them with just the uplight of the device was going to be enough for 
her. As was my experience throughout, Paige was happy to entertain my aesthetic 
impulses. The emotionless electronic blue meshed perfectly with the similarly icy 
pool I had picked for Sam’s beyond-the-grave appearances and it became my favorite 





 There was no end to my personal notes throughout the tech process (as well as 
the notes that I requested from Brian, Andrew, and Peter). I very likely could have 
kept tweaking little things for weeks longer, but eventually the show must open. I was 
able to wrap up the show feeling very proud of my work and felt that my work had 
added immensely to an important show with an important message about the 






3.2: Magic Sheets 
 













Figure 76: Magic Sheet 3 





3.3: Cue Sheet 
 


































Chapter 4: Production Photos 
4.1: Jury Kiki  
 





4.2: Haters Gonna Hate
 





4.3: Flashback to Eli’s Mother 
 





4.4: Jury Advisory  
 





4.5: Dorm Meeting 
 





4.6: (L)ove and Heartbreak 
 





4.7: Sam Journal Flashback 
 





4.8: Sam Journal Entry 
 





4.9: (E)mbrace Empathy 
 







4.10: Discovery of Sam’s Suicide (Transformation) 
 





4.11: Remember Your Name 
 







Chapter 5: Final Reflections 
 This show was a massive undertaking and ultimately I am very proud of how 
it turned out. As a collaboration, it was a very successful endeavor. As team of 
collaborators, we successfully achieved a unique aesthetic that propelled forward this 
story of a fractured, indifferent group of students into a community of love and 
empathy. Even more exciting was that we started from a sketch of a show and all 
continuously evolved with the piece as it grew into its final form. To be part of such a 
process was immensely rewarding, and I hope to be part of more works that I can see 
mature in such a way. 
 If I have a major regret, it is not being a stronger voice of reason in the room 
about the scale of the project. While impressive, I do believe the show was somewhat 
rough around the edges because the scale of the production overwhelmed the shops. 
We asked ourselves what we were capable of doing, but perhaps ignored the more 
important question of what we were capable of doing well. However, I am of two 
minds on this question, especially in an academic environment. Is it worse to push the 
envelope and endure some trials along the way or to play it safe and never know 
where the limits are? The imperfections in the aesthetics of the lightboxes (lumpy 
coverings and less than optimal lighting coverage from the installed LEDs) and the 
fact that they were slow to install (and some didn’t survive at all) are things that are 
perhaps disappointing to Richard and myself, but likely went largely unnoticed by the 
audience, the ultimate arbiter of our success. Being a theater professional, one of my 





are typically too busy watching the show on stage to give much conscious thought to 
the details that designers spend so many hours obsessing over. Nevertheless, I do 
think perfection should be the goal, even if it is lofty and ultimately unachievable. 
Seeing the small, now unfixable errors in the pictures will always grate me slightly. 
 I also wonder if I was a good collaborator in not raising some of my concerns 
with staging the piece in promenade. Often, I am suspicious of any design decisions 
that are primarily rooted in the desire to be “immersive”, a vague and insidious word 
in my experience with design. Placing the actors and audience everywhere had 
downsides that I don’t think we, as a team, ever gave proper consideration because 
we were so enamored with the uniqueness of the opportunity. For my part, I was 
excited by the challenge. I had never lit a show in this stage setup and, I must admit, 
my Superman complex may have kicked in a little bit, muting any alarm bells that 
may have gone off in my mind. Practically, however, the stage setup had a great deal 
of downsides. First of all, the scenery and lighting rig had to be massive to 
accommodate the vast expansion of real estate from a typical production. This 
stretching thin of resources is part of the reason for my earlier regrets about the 
show’s rough edges. Further, I am not sure we adequately considered the difficulty of 
watching such a show for those audience members brave enough to sit in the middle 
of the playing area. When the house was packed, it was nearly impossible to turn 
around when scenes suddenly were staged behind you, which happened consistently 
throughout the show unless you were on extremes of the stage. Again, I am torn on 





proscenium show? At any rate, it was a valuable learning experience to be exposed to 
such a unique staging challenge. 
 Despite these small misgivings, I’m confident that we created a powerful 
work of art, especially for younger audiences more intimately involved with some of 
the struggles depicted on stage. One of the school audiences that watched the show 
ended the show devastated and in tears. To be a part of something that touches a 
human so deeply when they watch it is ultimately the reason I am part of this industry 
at all. We told a story that people could see themselves in. We pushed people towards 
an important lesson on how to treat each other better. We urged them to treat 
themselves better. That we, as a team, were able to create a world that people could 






Part 2: Designing projections for Hamlet Replayed 
 
Chapter 1: The Pre-Production Process 
1.1: Design Concept Statement 
 We are each of us trapped in a story that we cannot escape. Any action we 
take inevitably leads us one step closer to the end of the story. Hamlet is a story about 
death. Hamlet Replayed is a story about the repetition of those deaths over and over 
and over again. The little deaths and the big death. The players must constantly 
perform their parts, over and over, even when the words become ill-fitting and the 
actions they must perform become monstrous. Over and over, they retrace and record 
their steps in the hope that perhaps, one day, the story can be changed. The players 
are forever in conflict between the roles they wish for and the roles they must play 
out. 
 Tiers of ghosts multiply onto the shabby walls and torn drapes, an echo of 
tragedy, ghosts of ghosts of ghosts. We see our players repeated and enlarged, their 
faults examined and cast onto the walls, haunting themselves with their own actions. 
A documentarian, hiding in the dim shadows at the edges of the playing space never 
stops recording as the players, once again, go through the tragedy by rote. 
 Except we’ve forgotten what parts we’re supposed to play. Different stories 
are tried on, different parts played, and the documentation becomes as unreliable as 
the players themselves. The echoes of the story take on the delusions of the players, 
inserting pop culture, vibrant colors and other imaginings outside the possibilities of 





 Time is out of joint and everyone falls dead only to jump back to their feet 
only to die again. Each death and rebirth is echoed above them, the echo echoing. 
While the players die, another version lives, and as those versions die, our players 
resume their story. Except there is no story. 
 Instead of the players playing Hamlet’s dumb show themselves, they pull an 
old recording from under a dusty scaffold and reel up a tattered silent movie. Even 
this recorded story cannot be left alone by the players and they jump onto the screen 
to take part. Unable to stomach the ending, they tear down the screen in order to 
shield themselves from the truth. They thumb their nose at the tragedy while also 
being disturbed by it. 
 In the end, however, all we have is these images of the things that have been 
done and the memory that we have done them. Unable to escape the ending, the 
players extinguish themselves overseen by the endless tiers of ghosts. Ghosts forever 
overseeing the creation of ghosts. The endless, inescapable cycle of death. The 
images fade and the curtain closes. We end as we began. We are left wondering if 








1.2: The Concept Meeting Notes 
 













1.3: Reflections on the Concept Meeting 
 “Don’t think about story. There’s no story.” was one of the first things that 
Leslie said about the show that I latched on to, bolded in my notes as soon as I wrote 
it down. When I asked if the show had any arc, she likewise said there was not. Only 
“good days and bad days” for the characters. She cautioned against being literal, 
linear or having a story, imploring us instead to think of the show as the creation of 
images. She also cautioned, at the end of this concept meeting, that she was unsure 
what to do with projections and that she had previously had bad experiences with the 
medium. 
 From this starting gun, I was very unsure of how to proceed with a design. 
The first page of the script echoed many of Leslie’s thoughts spoken in the meeting, 
offering a brief summary of the world we were about to step into: 
 






Figure 96: Hamlet Replayed Script Excerpt 2 
 
 The biggest hint from the first page of the script on how to proceed was one 
small line that read “Idea to have one of the member of the ensemble videoing 
everything at it is happening.” Having a camera onstage was something I was 
immediately excited by, since I had not yet designed a show which relied heavily on 
live feed. 
 Armed with this initial impulse, I combed back through the grab bag of 
thematic words that preceded this initial idea. The first word that popped out to me 
was “repetition”. Low hanging fruit, perhaps, since obviously any projection of live 
feed would be inherently be repeating the action of the stage, but it was a start. This 
idea (encapsulated even with the title Hamlet Replayed) also sparked thoughts of one 
of my favorite shows, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead. Stoppard’s play, 
although very different, harkened to some similar themes. Most importantly, it is a 





seemingly always failing. They, like Leslie’s players, are “aware they’re on the 
hamster wheel and constantly forget.” 
Other themes that jumped out were “vulnerability”, “isolation”, “control” and 
“power”, and “Expectations vs Reality”. Clowning was also a major part of the show 
as the players would be “clown-esque” (“esque” because Leslie would not have time 
to properly teach them clowning in the limited rehearsal time). Leslie also talked 
about how there was “Zero hope all play”. A creepy ghost story and clown show of 
hopelessness and death in a dilapidated theater before and after the apocalypse with 
no story. At the very least, the show would not be bland. 
There was one projections idea in the script that did give me a crystal clear 
idea: the play within the play was depicted as a film that the players turned on in the 
middle of the show. Immediately my mind went to the comedic geniuses of the silent 
movie era (it was a dumb show, after all). How Buster Keaton silliness would fit into 
a show about hopelessness and death was unclear, but at the very least I had one 






1.4: First Meeting with Leslie 
 Leslie and I were able to find a moment to sit down in her office and discuss 
how projections might fit into the show. Prior to the meeting, she had sent me some 
notes from Christina Banalopoulou, a former University of Maryland doctoral student 
who had collaborated with Leslie on the first draft of the show. As an example of how 
projections might work in the world of Hamlet Replayed, she referenced videos of 
The Wooster Group’s production of Hamlet: 
 
Figure 97: Wooster Group, Hamlet, Production Photo 
 This production used live feed coupled with footage from a filmed version of 
Richard Burton’s 1964 Broadway production. While I didn’t think our production 
would lend itself well to any sort of mimicry of historical Hamlets (nor did the script 
adhere very closely to the original text), I enjoyed the unadorned repetition of 
movement and image blown up large behind the action on stage. It certainly would 





attempting to tack onto the show any story beyond the non-story being created on 
stage. 
 When Leslie and I met, we discussed the show in general as well as how 
projections might fit into it. Leslie was worried about the use of projections and was 
adamant we stay away from anything too flashy. She didn’t want the show to be 
“slick” in any way. I started throwing out ideas that had come into my head on 
reading the script, from overt animations like clouds following around Hamlet for 
“How is it that the clouds still hang on you?” to more simple, textural ideas like 
overlays of mist and smoke. Both of these were immediately thrown out as too flashy. 
Silly, comedic ideas like having Batman-esque “POW!” and “BAM!” graphics pop 
up during the fight scene also were deemed too much. Quickly I learned that any 
ideas that involved the creation of outside content, for the most part, would be outside 
the world Leslie was envisioning. 
 The notable exception to this was the play within the play, which was the first 
major element of the show that Leslie and I saw completely eye to eye on. She loved 
the idea of making it a Buster Keaton style film. While we were discussing, I pitched 
the idea trying an illusion where Gertrude, who must be both inside and outside the 
movie, literally walks onto frame from the stage. This also was a winner. The only 
other idea that she was open beyond the film was the idea of ghosts (the filmed actors 
themselves) rising up from bodies as they died during the show. 
 We did come to an agreement on the use of live feed. The idea of a 
Documentarian character constantly running around with a camera videotaping the 





primary camera with cameras mounted around the space, so that our documentarian 
character wouldn’t need to always be in the perfect position for every shot. I warned 
her that the documentarian character might need a long tether of video and power 
cable to keep his camera running, but that actually excited her more. Messiness, 
including cables crisscrossing the stage, was part of the aesthetic. 
 I was excited to have a direction to move in. Leslie seemed to be excited about 
the cast being able to create content through the rehearsal process and I promised to 
get the live feed working in rehearsal so it could be experimented with. Leslie seemed 
very concerned about being able to see what all the content was before we got to tech 
and this lifted a weight off my shoulders in that, with the exception of the play-with-
a-play, all the content would be generated within the rehearsal process. This also 
made tech a less scary prospect given the devised nature of the piece. Turning on a 
dime can be daunting when creating large masses of content. With this setup, I could 
respond fairly organically in the moment and worry primarily about how to composite 
the live images onto the set rather than rushing last minute content ideas. Beyond the 
live feed, I was also very excited at the prospect of making a silent film. Although I 






1.5: Design Meetings 
 The design meeting process was largely spent observing how the other 
elements of the show were coming together. Daniel’s prelim scenic design [Appendix 
D] was a largely empty stage, with old scaffolding, a few wooden pallets on the 
ground, a dumpster, and an old red curtain and dilapidated cyc remnants hanging 
from an unlevel piece of truss. It seemed to fit, although I made my case for a few 
more surfaces to project on. Especially if we wanted to sell the illusion of a ghost 
rising up from a dead body on the ground, we would need some sort of surface to 
travel up and the porous scaffolding would not be able to take image in any 
meaningful way. The group was receptive and eventually the design morphed into 
one with a much larger curtain as well as two large brick standing walls on either side 
of the playing area [Appendix E]. 
 I was able to have a side meeting during the process with Leslie and our 
lighting designer, Chris. The world he envisioned was dark with deep shadows. In our 
meetings he said he envisioned a world where a whole scene could be lit by one 
knocked over lighting instrument laying on the floor. This both excited me visually 
and felt right for this creepy ghost story about death. A broken down theatre with only 
a handful of working lights seemed exactly the place for this hopeless story of players 
desperately trying to avoid the story’s preordained end. On a practical note, it also 
meant that I wouldn’t be fighting against an onslaught of light in order to get my 
images be seen by the audience. 
 Austin’s costumes were certainly my favorite element of the entire design, but 





include his, since all of my content was of the actors themselves. Especially exciting 
for me was his frankly terrifying impulses for makeup [Appendix F].  
 Neil’s sound, at this stage, would largely consist of an onstage band with the 
possibility of doing some recording and playback of the actors’ voices onstage, a 
repetitive form that I felt meshed nicely with my own budding concept. There would 
also be a few lip-synced musical numbers (Like a Prayer, Under Pressure, and 
another one that would be added in during rehearsal). 
 Some time was spent discussing the logistics of the film shoot for Once Upon 
an Orchard. The theoretical location changed a few times. At first it was important to 
me for the film to look realistic and beautiful (in high contrast to the dim and dreary 
reality of these character), so my initial inclinations were towards filming outside, 
preferably in a real orchard or, at least, a lush garden. A few other outdoor locations 
were also considered before I realized that our window to film was in the dead of 
winter. A lush garden would be hard to come by. Ultimately, I decided to use a small 
green screen studio on campus. This choice, although driven by compromise, turned 
out to be incredibly serendipitous (see 2.3: Filming Once Upon and Orchard). Given 
a definite location, a date was negotiated based on rehearsal schedules and how 
quickly the costumes would be ready. Arrangements also had to be made to get the 
actors into their extensive makeup on the day of the shoot. I also needed to go into the 
props database and select what I needed for the shoot as well as reserve the studio. 
Even a small filming like this can turn into a huge undertaking, I learned. Thankfully 
the wonderful production management and stage management teams put in a lot of 





We also discussed what would be projecting our silent film. In the realm of 
lighting, Chris had been taking great pains to try and keep any “new” looking lighting 
instruments well outside the sightlines of the audience. I was wondering if, likewise, 
we wanted the on-stage projector to be sufficiently old-timey. It excited me to have 
the projection sourced from on-stage, especially given that Chris was likely going to 
be using atmospherics through the show, which would allow us to see the full cone of 
light. In the end, neither Leslie nor Daniel really cared that the contemporary 
projector would feel anachronistic or out of place. Time is out of joint, after all. 
 Overall, the design meeting process went smoothly. I felt the aesthetic plan 
was as solid as it could be, especially given that we hadn’t solidified the script yet or 
started rehearsals, where many things would almost certainly change. We all still had 
a limited understanding of what the show was going to become, but that was also the 










1.6.1: Uses of live feed 
 
 
Figure 98: Live Feed Research 1 







Figure 99: Live Feed Research 2 







Figure 100: Live Feed Research 3 








Figure 101: Live Feed Research 4 







1.6.2: Silent film 
 
Figure 102: Silent Movie Research 1 








Figure 103: Silent Movie Research 2 







Figure 104: Silent Movie Research 3 







Figure 105: Silent Movie Research 4 















Chapter 2: The Production Process 
2.1: Designing the System 
 Once we had a concept in place for video, it was fairly easy to outline the 
system that I wanted. Whether or not such a system could be afforded given the 
meager budget afforded to projections was an entirely other story. Typically, the 
budgetary constraints aren’t a large road block due to the robust inventory available at 
University of Maryland, but some of the things I was hoping to do had not been done 
before at such scale. 
 As soon as I knew that the show was going to be based around live feed, I 
went to seek out Devin, our projections supervisor, to get his input on what sort of 
system would be achievable. The first hurdle was attempting to get all of the feeds 
into the projection system. My hope was to have eight cameras in total. Ideally, I 
would want two roving cameras that could be operated by the Documentarian and 
other actors on stage. In addition, I would have six other cameras mounted around the 
stage for maximum flexibility in capturing the action. Having this many unique feeds 
going into a system was beyond our current equipment inventory. We had enough 
live input capture cards to potentially pipe two distinct feeds into the system, but 
eight was going require a piece of equipment I had never utilized before: a video 
mixer. 
 Devin, luckily, had already done some research on the matter because the 
performing arts center had recently installed one to handle the various video feeds 
being generated in each of the building’s many venues. The device, a Blackmagic 





Especially useful was the fact that the video mixer included a communications 
protocol, Open Sound Control, which would allow my projections software to easily 
communicate with and control it. This ease of communication would vastly simplify 
the tech process. Other, cheaper, options for video mixing options existed to solve the 
problem, but were largely analog in nature and would require a skilled operator to 
achieve transitions between cameras effectively. 
 While I believed I might be able to beg for a slightly higher budget to buy the 
mixer, there was still the matter of cameras to contend with. My initial plan was to 
purchase relatively cheap HD video cameras. We had used them before in the 
University of Maryland productions like Bento, but they weren’t of the greatest 
quality and the shop had taken to treating them as expendables due to their fragility. 
Even these cheap cameras, unfortunately, would likely be beyond my means after my 
budget was decimated from the video mixer purchase. 
 Devin also wanted to start building a more robust stock of cameras that would 
actually survive more than one show. While I agreed that better, long lasting cameras 
would be preferable, I was having trouble even affording the bottom of the barrel. 
Luckily Paul Deziel, a fellow member of the projections design cohort, was also 
planning to use cameras and live feed for his design for the opera going up shortly 
after Hamlet Replayed closed. After a few discussions between Devin, Jared, Paul 
and I we were able to negotiate enough cost sharing between the two shows as well as 






We were only able to buy four of the GoPros, but I was ultimately able to get 
six cameras in my system by using two previously purchased cameras which would 
be compatible with the system. A large, production quality 4K camera was owned by 
our media lab and I was able to request it for the run of the show. This camera was 
ultimately a better choice to be used by the Documentarian character for two reasons: 
it allowed for a zoomable SLR lens to be attached to it, giving the actor more control, 
and it had a large color screen on the back so that actor could more easily line up his 
shot. The GoPros had no such viewing reticle or focus abilities, so they were better 
suited for set mounting. One was placed in a footlight position (a wide upshot of the 
playing area) and two were attached to lighting booms on either side of the stage 
(cross shots at the plaster line). A wide angled HD security camera, purchased for a 
previous show, was placed on a lineset to capture a full down shot of the playing area. 
Finally, I used the already installed balcony camera in the venue (typically used so 
the stage manager can call the show) for a full front view of the action. One GoPro 
we purchased I decided to hold in reserve for the time being, just in case a brilliant 
idea came to me in the rehearsal process. Although I was down to six cameras from 
my initial request of eight, I felt very confident that I would have a wide variety of 
shots and compositions to choose from at any moment in the show. Also helpful was 
the fact that one of my cameras would be in the hands of an actor who could 
theoretically focus on any moment from a variety of vantage points. 
Once the live input was solved, the rest of the system was simple by 
comparison. We would be closing the balcony for the show, so my projectors could 





double stacked for added brightness due to the considerable throw distance. This 
setup gave me nearly full coverage of the entire set and playing area. It was important 
to get the playing area because one of the possible surfaces that we discussed 
projecting onto was the ghosts themselves, since they could theoretically magically 
transform into a lumpy screen if they all clumped together in their long white veils. A 
few feet at the top of the large brick walls, unfortunately, had to recede up into 
darkness. 
I also had two smaller, less powerful Optoma projectors with very wide angle 
lens placed on stage with long tethers to be roving units. When I put them on the plot, 
I only had one concrete use for them: the projection of Once Upon an Orchard onto a 
makeshift movie screen the players would assemble. Like the extra GoPro, having 
them plugged in and available for actor manipulation during tech seemed like a useful 
tool should inspiration strike. Overbuilding the system slightly gave me options, 
which I anticipated would be important in an ever-changing piece like this. 
Finally, I needed to spec a brain for the show. Isadora is the program I am 
most comfortable programming in and was also the projections program available 
that would allow me to easily manipulate, distort, and apply various visual effects to 
the live inputs. With that choice made, I also requested the typical computer we run 
Isadora on. Luckily, this computer was more than capable of driving all four 
projectors by itself, so there was no need to link two computers together as is 








2.2: System Paperwork 
2.2.1: Equipment Request 
 



















2.2.2: Projector Plot 
 





2.2.3: Projector Section 
 





2.2.4: Projector Schematic 
 






 Very quickly, first rehearsal was upon us. Something I knew was going to be 
essential to the success of this endeavor was having live feed and projections present 
in the room from the beginning. Ever since Leslie’s original hesitance with 
projections, I held onto a certain amount of anxiety that my design was never too far 
from the cutting room floor. 
 For first rehearsal, I gathered enough equipment to provide Ivan, playing the 
documentarian character, with the camera rig that he would use throughout the show. 
Luckily, the rehearsal space had built in projectors that I could feed the signal into, so 
I only had to worry about the camera itself and a computer system to take in the feed. 
Having this setup for designer presentations had the added benefit of being a very fun 
visual aid to excite the cast. 
 Introducing Ivan to the equipment and making sure that he felt comfortable 
operating it was my first order of business once designer presentations were over. It 
was another exciting challenge working so directly with an actor. In the vast majority 
of shows I work on, the interactions between the talent and I are usually fairly limited 
as I spend a great deal of time behind a computer pressing buttons and rarely feel 
empowered to give notes to actors beyond the occasional “could you take a big step 
downstage?” In this situation, however, communication was very important. Ivan was 
not only an actor in the show, he was also a design collaborator and my chief content 
creator. 
Ivan, for his part, seemed very enthusiastic about his role (and his new toy). 





of how to use it. There was also the practical matter of dealing with the roughly forty 
feet of cabling that was attached to him. From this very first moment, I tried to instill 
in Ivan the authority to make his own choices and to discover things. Without any 
blocking created and the script still in flux, I admitted to him that there wasn’t a 
concrete plan moving forward and that much of the final product would be 
determined by the discoveries made by Leslie, him and me in the room. 
 I endeavored to be in the room as much as possible in the first two weeks, for 
both my own discovery process as well as to reassure Leslie that I would be available 
to address her concerns and respond to any ideas that may have cropped up in the 
room. For my part, being in rehearsal did help me think of ideas: 
 







Figure 114: Hamlet Replayed E-mail 2 
 
Figure 115: Hamlet Replayed E-mail 3 
 Although the idea of repetition of image occurred to me early in the design 
process, I didn’t think about the possibilities of recording and replaying snippets of 
the show until I had the system set up in the room. I was able to set up simple 
recording and playback in the rehearsal room in the hopes of further play and 






 Sadly, while I visited Hamlet Replayed rehearsals more often than any show I 
had worked on previously, it turned out to be not nearly enough. I realized in 
hindsight I should have been more actively engaged in the devising process from the 
very start to push every idea through. My hope was that if I gave Leslie and the cast 
these visual toys to play with and suggested possibilities for use, they would discover 
a lot throughout the process on their own. This was overly optimistic. My typical 
design role in rehearsals of observing and discussing possibilities with the director 
was not enough. To ensure that my design ideas were integrated into the flow of the 
show, more consistent advocating for the video had been needed. 
 I understood my mistake too late in the process to truly fix it. For a sizeable 
chunk of the rehearsal process, I was in tech for another show which made my ability 
to be at rehearsals spotty for a time. When I was able to return in full force, much had 
changed. One of the last directions I had given Ivan before my rehearsal hiatus was to 
insert himself more into the action and to be further downstage in order to be able to 
focus on the rest of the cast’s faces (instead of the profile and back-of-the-head shots 
he was naturally gravitating to in order to remain unseen). By the time I returned to 
rehearsal, Ivan’s lens cap was on for a majority of the time and it was often hard to 
find him on stage at all. After talking with him, I understood that my previous 
direction had led him to being banished to the outskirts of the stage. 
 I was disheartened. I had hoped Leslie, having originally pitched the idea of a 
documentarian, would have found some time in rehearsal to integrate him and his 





never interacted with the cast (other than filming), is never discussed in the dialog 
and never speaks. 
 Leslie and I spoke briefly about some of my concerns and was were able to 
bring Ivan out of the shadows, albeit slightly. Increasingly, Leslie became concerned 
about video only being used in very select moments and wanted to iron those out. I 
resisted limiting myself without getting the chance to actually test the system in the 
space and see what sort of compositions could be created. Leslie seemed now 
convinced that video was more likely to upstage than not, but I assured her that it was 
easy to cut, diminish, or modify cues that she reacted negatively to in tech and 
ultimately did not have to initiate preemptive cuts. 
 Over the course of the rehearsal there were a few small additions and changes 
to content, including the resurgence of ideas I had pitched long ago but had been 
rejected, namely the “POW!” and “BAM!” graphics during the boxing match. The 
filming of the actors so their spirits could rise up from their dead bodies were cut 







2.3: Filming Once Upon an Orchard 
2.3.1: Shot List Rough Notes 
 
 













2.3.2: Shot list 
 




















2.3.3: Creating the Film 
 
 I was nervous going into this shoot. While I had some experience working on 
film shoots and with green screen, I wasn’t an expert by any means. Despite my 
misgivings, I knew the story I was trying to tell, the shots I needed to get there and 
the style I would aim for in post-production. 
 Although originally I had imagined an outdoor shoot, green screen ultimately 
gave me a lot more freedom. When I gave up on shooting on location, one of my 
primary concerns was with my ability to fake the environment well. In the best of 
film studio setups, green screen can be tricky. This was certainly not that perfect 
setup. The room we used, an underutilized space in the bowels of the Hornbake 
library on campus, wasn’t terrible, though. It had a built-in studio lighting system and 
a small floor to ceiling green screen area.  
 Still shots, like the ones in the garden, would be relatively easy with the setup, 
which was almost certainly designed for solo shoots, one on one videos, and product 
marketing. The shots that involved strolling down a country lane were going to be 
harder. The screen was so small that I largely had to set the frame and move the 
actors around within it to prevent them from exiting the green background. 
 While at first I was disheartened by the constraints, I then remembered a very 
important fact: We were making a comedy. Also, importantly, I remembered that one 
of the primary aesthetics of the world we were creating was messiness. No one was 
asking for perfect cinematography. In fact, perfect cinematography would have been 





 I relaxed and remembered to have fun. I leaned into the imperfections. This 
was the best possible choice I could have made. Instead of worrying about how to 
fool the audience into thinking the King was really strolling down a country lane, I 
had him walk in place with exaggerated arm and leg movements. Later in post-
production, I inserted a video taken from the side video of a fast-moving car. As 
realism, it was absurd, but as absurdity, it was pure gold. 
 Armed with this new aesthetic, the rest of the short film fell into place. 
Beyond green screen tricks, I tried to milk any moment I could for a cheap laugh. 
Gertrude loses the king completely even though it’s obvious to the audience he’s just 
outside the frame, the King spends what feels like an eternity trying to get 
comfortable sleeping on a bench too short for him, the title cards for when they speak 
clearly don’t represent the words their lips are shaping, and Claudius slinks out from 
behind a tree far too thin for him to be hiding behind. 
 Working with the actors was also a great deal of fun. Leslie was there for the 
beginning of the shoot and chimed in with ideas and added shots, but largely left me 
to direct the actors as I saw fit. The actors performed their roles marvelously, very 
quickly learning how to give me the exaggerated movements and expressions I was 
asking for. Directing was fun and I was able to get everything I needed from the few 
hours allocated to the shoot. 
 Editing and post production were also fairly quick endeavors. The chroma 
keying out the green screen worked better than I had hoped, with one small exception. 
The King’s crown, although not green, was shiny. So shiny that it occasionally 





through the King’s head. Once again, style saved me. Some of my visual additions for 
the final version included making it sepia tone and adding dust, scratches, projector 
shake and projector flicker. I wanted the movie to really feel like an old piece of film 
this troupe of players had replayed over and over and over. With the added distortion, 
even I couldn’t see the initial green screen imperfections anymore. 
 Leslie and the cast gave the first showing of the film a great response when I 
brought it into rehearsal. Once we ran it in time with the scene it became obvious that 
it was unnecessarily long. I made a few cuts, but mostly brought down the time by 
speeding up many parts of the film. The solution both increased the frantic levity of 
the piece and furthered the illusion of an older film running on an undercranked 
projector. 
 Overall, I was immensely proud of how this piece of content turned out. It was 
my first crack at creating a short film, and, although I’d hesitate to call it high art, I 








2.4: The Designer Run 











2.4.2: Reflections on the Designer Run 
 
 “Don’t think about story. There’s no story.” The words rattled around inside 
my head as I buckled up for the first complete run of this show. It was a whirlwind 
event with several pop song musical numbers sung by a 26 person cast, a live band, 
and a small army of Hamlets and Ophelias struggling their way, mostly 
unsuccessfully, through the story of Hamlet. Or the not story of Hamlet. 
 All in all, the designer run was a lot of fun to watch. Although the show felt a 
little bit like throwing Shakespeare in a blender with pop culture references, it was 
certainly entertaining and fast paced. The show was silly, strange, disorienting and 
sad. Although this show had no story, it was difficult for me not to force narrative 
onto it. Again, I was reminded of my initial impulses towards Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead and the tragedy of characters who cannot escape their own 
story. In the run when the players realize they are approaching the inevitable ending 
of death, an Ophelia says, “We missed something.” Guildenstern from Stoppard’s 
play has this quote: “There must have been a moment, at the beginning, where we 
could have said – no. But somehow we missed it.” Shortly after, he vanishes into 
oblivion. I hoped my live feed would emphasize this tragic struggle of an eternity of 
retracing one’s steps to avoid the inevitable. 
 During the run, I mostly tried to take in the action on stage and jot down my 
impulses for the best camera angle to highlight it for the audience. I also took note of 
some new moments that required content creation. Leslie had added an America’s 





quick film shoot. For the boxing match, a request was made to create some sort of 
spinning star effect when a character is knocked out (an idea I had pitched long ago 
that was shot down as “too slick”). 
 The only concern to come out of the production meeting after the run was 
Leslie’s reminder that “the images are reinforcement”. Although I could sense Leslie 
was afraid of me upstaging the show, I didn’t have any way to prove to her I wouldn’t 
until we finally got into the space with tech to see things in context. I provided the 







Chapter 3: The Tech Process 
3.1: Designing During Tech 
 Tech started with a few bumps. 
 The first occurred at the first rehearsal on stage while trying to get my rig up 
and running. When I fired up the system, much of it was unfortunately 
malfunctioning. This rehearsal happens on the weekend, so I also had no technical 
support to help me troubleshoot the system. Not wanting to waste the time, I began 
trying to troubleshoot the various technical elements to see if I could get everything 
running and get at least some preprogramming done that night. 
 Of my six cameras, I was only able to get the actor driven one up and running. 
Excited to see any live feed projected, I promptly blasted the feed onto the set. The 
image looked good and the details could be made out relatively clearly, even in the 
bright worklight of rehearsal. Small victories. With one camera working, I trudged 
into the booth to poke at wires in the hopes I could bring the rest of my rig online. 
 The error I made was leaving the test cue up with the raw input blasting all 
over the stage, sans masking or careful composition. While drowning in video patch 
cables in the booth, becoming increasingly frustrated with my inability to fix the 
system, Leslie rushed into the booth and began exclaiming to me that the video 
couldn’t be like that and we needed to be “very selective” about when it was used. 
Already heated and feeling like my whole vision was about to be cut from the show, I 
irately argued with her about diminishing the design before flippantly suggesting we 
just cut all of it before shutting down the system and storming off. Certainly not my 





apology to Leslie. My anger at the system had unfairly rolled onto her. I did ask, 
however, that we wait until we can see things in context before cutting them. 
 The second bump happened a few days later when tech with actors finally 
began. The ghosts carried off the ghost light, the curtain opened, and a stage filled 
with dead bodies was revealed. My initial impulse for this opening moment was to 
use my down shot of the stage, believing this vantage point of the death strewn across 
the playing space would be exciting. Tech immediately stopped and my table was 
surrounded by Leslie and the entire design team. 
 Leslie didn’t want to see video here and again reiterated that we had to be 
very selective. Without losing my cool this time, I gently pushed back. My position 
was that this sort of live feed was what we had talked about. To project live feed onto 
the giant set was always going to be a massive visual element. For this reason, I 
believe that it had to be established early into the visual language of the show so that 
it could be acknowledged and then allowed to fade intp the periphery. If it popped up 
only occasionally, it would certainly pull focus away from the actors. Again, I asked 
to be allowed to see things in context and to try and find a visual language we could 
agree on before preemptively cutting things. 
 A compromise was reached and we pulled video from the opening moment, 
instead creeping it in slowly shortly after as the chorus of ghosts filed up onto the 
scaffolding upstage. Using my full frontal shot of the stage, I projected the image of 
the line of ghosts directly above the real ones on stage. Since the projection was also 
in the shot of the camera, the visual feedback multiplied the image creating row after 





 From that moment on, everything went much smoother. Instead of having to 
fend off the large scale cutting of live feed, I could finally focus on composition and 
discovery. Leslie would chime in when she had strong feelings about an image in 
either direction and we quickly developed a visual language that excited us both. 
 I had requested Ivan be given a wireless com pack for the tech period so that I 
could be actively communicating with him as we teched. This was immensely useful 
as it allowed me to redirect his shot or adjust his movement in the moment without 
having to interrupt the flow of tech. One thing I knew would annoy Leslie was too 
much camera movement. Ivan was doing a great job for a novice cameraman, but 
when an image is blown up to the size of a house, even a slightly shaky hand can 
make the whole visual world feel like an earthquake. The standard operating 
procedure we discovered was to allow him, in most cases, to find a way to plant and 
steady the shot each time before we cut to his feed. This strategy worked and notes 
about being distracting were rare. 
 A struggle I didn’t anticipate came from Leslie’s opinions on the lighting 
design. From the beginning of the design process, the visual language that Chris had 
been discussing for his design was undoubtedly dark and shadowy. When he started 
cueing the show this way, unfortunately, he was met with continual notes about not 
being able to see the actors enough. The show got brighter and brighter until our 
creepy ghost story of death was being told in the searing noonday sun. The upside of 
this was that it made it much more difficult for my images to upstage the actors. The 
downside was that it made it much more difficult for my images to be seen at all. 





limited beam control. Every inch Chris gave towards helping my projections pop was 
an inch away from the oppressive brightness Leslie had quite suddenly decided was 
the aesthetic of the show. 
 Nevertheless, once we got rolling, I was having far more fun than frustration 
in tech. I was happy with the compositions I was discovering using the live feed as 
well as the premade content I had churned out. By far the best moment for projections 
was Once Upon an Orchard. It was one of the few moments where the lights were 
allowed to dim, letting the film really pop. The illusion I had inserted into the film 
where Gertrude walks into and out of the frame worked flawlessly. Daniela, the 
actress playing Gertrude, hit her timing perfectly the very first time and a moment I 
thought would eat up a decent amount of tech time flew right by. 
 I focused on making the images always reinforce and highlight the action on 
stage, but was content to let them recede largely into the background. Rarely did I 
want the audience to be looking up at my video instead of the actors. Instead, my 
hope was that the audience would take in the stage picture as a whole, registering the 
live feed only as an echo of the action. In many scenes, I layered on levels of 
distortion and blur onto the images, allowing them to be more or less present 
depending on the moment. One of my favorite manipulations was the use of an effect 
that blurred the image into wispy trails whenever there was movement. I used this 
with the full stage down shot in the scene where Polonius gets stabbed through the 
arras and dies dramatically before coming back to life and going through the 
sequence a few more times. Polonius finally succumbs to death and refuses to get up. 





Polonius’ corpse become perfectly clear in the projection. This mirrored the reactions 
of the clowns, first laughing and joking about this repeated murder without 
consequences and then suddenly realizing that death was permanent and real. 
 In the end, I was happy with the product and the show. The design was unlike 
anything I had made before, and we made it through the tech process with few crises 
once we got going. I was also happy that I had undertaken new challenges in the 
creation of the piece. Between the multiple film shoots and the massive live input rig, 
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3.3: Preshow and Post-show Checklist 
 










































Chapter 4: Production Photographs 
 









































Chapter 5: Final Reflections 
 In the design critique for Hamlet Replayed, the word “superfluous” was used 
by Dan Conway, the head of our scenic design program, to describe the majority of 
my projections. This comment has stuck with me as I have reflected upon both the 
process and product of this show. It brings up interesting questions about the 
necessity of projections design in this process. 
 The first is: “Did projections need to exist in this world?” Almost 
immediately, the answer that comes to me is that the play could certainly have gone 
on without them. Even what I consider my most successful moment, Once Upon an 
Orchard, could have easily been accomplished another way. Yet, necessity is a hard 
thing to discuss in this context. Are any design elements truly necessary? The play 
very well could have been done on an empty stage under worklights with actors in 
their street clothing. Yet, that would almost certainly have been a lesser, less enticing 
production. 
 A related question is: “Did projections further the story?” This question is 
similarly unhelpful, in no small part because one of the central conceits of the piece 
was that there wasn’t one. Leslie, instead, talked about creating images. In that, I 
certainly was successful. The addition of my footage, both live and recorded, painted 
the world in a unique way that I had never seen before on stage. The repetition, 
magnification, and distortion of the actors onto brick walls and hanging drapes of the 
set helped create intriguing and ever changing stage pictures that were larger than life. 





 Ultimately, I’m not sure where that leaves the success of the design. I enjoyed 
the creation of the artwork as well as the product, but that doesn’t make it “good” or 
not “superfluous”. In my opinion, the urge to rank theatrical works on some arbitrary 
scale or trim shows of fat and distill them down to a purer, perfectly necessary, form 
can only lead to madness. This is especially true when dealing with a devised work, 
like this one, which resists easy summary or explanation. 
 For me, this show was an experiment in design and a research project. In the 
process of this show I confronted many challenges that stretched my abilities. I 
created a beautiful and silly short film beyond the scope of anything I had done 
previously. I centered a design on a large rig of cameras, an aesthetic and 
programming challenge I had little experience in prior. Finally, I tackled the 
projections design for a devised piece of work with neither I nor the director having 
much inkling of why the show wanted a projections designer. At the end of this 
experiment, beautiful and grotesque images of the stage action reverberated through 
the world, remixed and replayed. 
 Although I am satisfied by the end product, there are certainly things that I 
would do differently given a similar show opportunity. Most importantly, I would 
make the full rehearsal period part of my contract and clear my schedule otherwise. 
Leslie was responsive to many of my ideas, but without consistent pushing of those 
ideas and being in the room to experiment with those ideas daily, many became 
forgotten in the maelstrom of rehearsal. A related thing I would push for is to have 
the entire show rig in the rehearsal room so that the actors could be interacting with 





possible due to equipment availability and the constraints of the rehearsal space, but it 
certainly would have allowed for more fruitful pre-planning and play. 
 I would also interrogate the idea of video further with the director to ensure 
that I was needed on the process. This show was difficult to interrogate because it was 
a grab bag of ideas without a story rather than having a singular narrative, theme, or 
aesthetic goal. Leslie and I hitched the idea of live feed to the documentarian 
character, a character with no written lines or blocking, that was only penciled in once 
on the first page of the script. Without a clear purpose, flexibility became one of my 
primary drivers. This served me well in achieving the design and responding to 
directorial impulses, but lead to a more jumbled than cohesive show. 
 Yet, creation is chaos. It was exciting to be on a show that was made of 
questions, rather than answers. Given more time and a process more tailored to the 
needs of devising such a technically complex piece, I do feel a tighter, more cohesive, 
show would have emerged. Our opening was not the opening of a finished show, in 
many ways. It was a snapshot of a living work of art in the process of finding itself. 
Through that lens, I’m amazed at how far we came with such headwinds and I am 









Appendix A: Clove White Model Photo 
 





Appendix B: Clove Final Scenic Rendering 
 















Appendix D: Hamlet Preliminary Scenic Design 
 





Appendix E: Hamlet Final Model 
 






Appendix F: Costume Makeup Research 
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